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ABSTRACT

A variety of environmental factors have com-
bined to raise the risk inherent in processing
payment transactions. Among other factors, risk
is increasing because payment methods and
channels are proliferating and becoming more
complex, settlement infrastructures are expand-
ing access in order to compete, and the velocity
and leverage of financial transactions are in-
creasing. In response, regulators have raised
the bar, and Boards of Directors and senior
management at both banks and other financial
services providers are asking tough questions.
This paper reviews some of the key forces
driving increased operating and compliance risk
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and could detect anomalies in payment
patterns by simply looking at transactions
posting to the demand deposit account.

If one were to take the banker from the
early 1980s and transplant him or her to
2007, they would quickly become dis-
oriented by the dizzying array of payment
options and processes available in the
marketplace. What is more, they might be
horrified by some of the payment services
being offered. ‘How,’ they might wonder,
‘was something like PayPal ever allowed
to happen?’

The relationship manager is now often
a capital markets dealmaker who is too
busy creating the next deal to reflect upon
the debits and credits flowing through
their customers’ accounts. Automated
clearing house has gone from being
restricted to an exclusive club to residing
at the fingertips of anyone who wants to
make a payment. Fast food restaurants,
vending machines and taxicabs now
accept credit cards, which are sometimes
even embedded into procurement and
accounts payable processes. And cus-
tomers can now initiate payments through
a variety of channels, including clicking a
mouse, driving their car or waving their
wallet in the general direction of a
wireless receptor.

In order to think about risk in pay-
ments, it makes sense to consider pay-
ments at the component level, as noted in
Table 1. The lists of examples outlined are
not intended to be exhaustive.

Channels, payment types, settlement
networks and accounts can be mixed and
matched together to create new payment
solutions — and many payment solution
providers appear to be doing just that.
The example in Table 2 gives a few
extreme flavours of how these combina-
tions might work.

If one conservatively assumes that there
are ten channels, ten payment types, ten
settlement networks and ten account

in the payments industry and outlines an
approach for effectively managing this risk.
The authors recommend that payment risk be
viewed in its component parts at a foundational
level and also offer a more comprehensive
framework for risk management that includes
not only compliance and control, but also
customer experience, efficiency and delivery
architecture. Finally, an industry-wide approach
to identifying and eliminating risk more rapidly
and effectively through a consortium that would
share information on payment risks is sug-
gested. This consortium could ultimately also
provide a basis for more transparent measure-
ment, monitoring and insurance of payment
risk.

Keywords: Risk, compliance, BASEL 2,
operations, regulation, channels, net-
works, controls, architecture, gover-
nance, fraud, capital

THE TIMES THEY ARE A-CHANGING
We sometimes fail to recognise the
magnitude of change that has occurred
because we experience change in small
events and gradual increments that appear
logical once they have occurred. It is
useful, however, to go back just one
generation and consider the payments
environment that a banker in the early
1980s would have experienced.

Payments were relatively simple in the
early 1980s. An individual or business
could initiate a payment by cheque, cur-
rency and, if they were lucky, by credit
card. A select group of special customers
could initiate payments by telephone or
file. The automated clearing house (ACH)
was a somewhat obscure payment method
reserved for payroll, recurring debits by
large billers, and payments conducted by
a small group of firms that used ACH
for business-to-business transactions. Most
relationship managers knew the commer-
cial activities of their customers intimately
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types, that results in 104 or 10,000 unique
payment solutions. Clearly, some com-
binations are probably infeasible, but one
would not rule anything out at this point.
As in the example above, someday one
may end up imaging currency and
converting it to an electronic form of
payment or printing currency on our
computer just as one does for event
tickets.

MANAGING RISK AT THE
FOUNDATIONAL LEVEL
Managing the risk of each unique pay-
ment solution ultimately becomes impos-
sible for several reasons. First, there is
almost no end to the combinations that
can be created. Each new channel, pay-
ment type, settlement network and ac-
count type that is introduced into the

market with some unique characteristic
has an exponential impact on the number
of payment solutions possible. For this
reason, the risks of payment solutions
must be handled at a foundational level.
Some sample risk issues are outlined un-
der the first of the three components in
Table 3.

With this foundational approach, the
components of payments can be isolated
and the risks addressed. This approach also
has the benefit of maximising risk
management and compliance scale by
aggregating the risk and compliance
management governance, tools and
processes at an enterprise level. This
approach also ensures consistency across
the organisation, as various units will not
treat the risks of specific channels,
payment types and settlement networks in
an inconsistent manner. Within institu-
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Table 1: Payment components

Channels Payment types Settlement networks Account

Channels are the media Payment types are the Settlement networks are The account is the 
through which a payment form of the payment the infrastructure used designated entity to and 
is initiated and define the settlement to exchange funds or from which funds are 

conventions and information in support moved
regulations governing of settlement; networks 
the payment have rules and may limit 

access
• Telephone
• Web
• Fax
• Card/Plastic
• Mobile
• Wireless transponder
• Mail
• File to file
• Counter (physical 

presentment)
• –Scanning device + 

file transmission

• Cheque
• ACH (BOC, PPD+,

WEB, etc.), GIRO, etc.
• Fedwire
• SWIFT (eg MT101)
• Currency
• Prepaid units
• Direct account transfer
• Credit card transaction

(debit, credit, other)
• Proprietary payment 

methods
• –Virtual monies (eg 

Second Life Linden 
dollars)

• Federal Reserve
• Peer to Peer (bank to 

bank)
• ATM networks
• Card associations
• PayPal
• Proprietary
• SWIFT
• CHIPS
• Clearing houses

• Bank demand deposit 
account

• Bank savings account
• Bank loan account
• Brokerage account
• Proprietary accounts 

(eg PayPal)



monitoring risks by component —
something that is nearly impossible to do
if this framework is not first implemented.
Such measurements help prioritise where
risks are largest and can thus help guide
investments in risk-mitigating tools or
education. For example, a bank may view
the Web as the primary risk channel and
direct most of its risk-management dollars
to managing this risk when, in fact, a
higher volume of high-risk transactions
may be occurring by telephone or other
channel.

Consider this foundational approach,
for example, in evaluating and managing
the risk of the telephone as a channel.
In the case of telephone-initiated pay-

tions, there is a strong likelihood that,
should this framework be executed,
inconsistencies will immediately be
uncovered in the way in which
foundational aspects of risk are being
managed in different regions, business
units or platforms. Generally, these
inconsistencies are present in the way the
risks of channels and settlement networks
are managed, as most banks tend to focus
more on the payment type to the
exclusion of other payment elements. In
addition, fragmentation of channels may
result in varying capabilities with respect
to control, authentication and reconcilia-
tion. Finally, a foundational approach
provides a basis for measuring and
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Table 2: Sample payment solutions

Channel + Payment type + Settlement network + Account type

Telephone initiated Reload of a prepaid card Using PayPal to debit My parent's bank account
= Payment Solution
Starbucks refill option for slackers who have access to their parent's bank account via PayPal

Channel + Payment type + Settlement network + Account type

Scanning and file Chinese Renminbi notes Transmitted via SWIFT USD collection account 
transmission of with unique micro-fibre IDs File Act to credit Walmart’s at JPMorgan Chase
= Payment Solution
Remote currency deposit capture solution

Table 3: Sample risk issues by component

Channel Payment type Settlement network

• Authentication of individual • Legal and regulatory parameters • Rules for unwinding 
initiating transaction governing transaction transactions in the event of 

• Permission of individual initiating • Rules governing finality and failure
transaction conditions under which transactions 

• Proof that the transaction actually may be reversed
occurred • Settlement timing, which gives rise 

to the magnitude and duration of 
credit risk exposures



ments, the bank must authenticate the
individual who is initiating the transac-
tion, ensure the person is authorised for
the action they have undertaken and, in
the case of a dispute, prove that the
individual did indeed initiate the transac-
tion. There are numerous types of
payment instructions banks can accept by
telephone. Rather than individually assess
the risk of each type of solution that uses
the telephone as a payment channel, it
is suggested that banks assess the channel
risk and designate appropriate control and
mitigants comprehensively and consis-
tently, applying controls based on the
magnitude of the risk. Note that this
magnitude will depend on other payment
elements such as payment type, dol-
lar threshold or a combination of
multiple elements. For example, a
bank would probably require far more
significant controls around telephone-
initiated wires over US$1m as op-
posed to telephone-initiated internal
book transfers below US$100,000.

Controls and mitigants can be preven-

tive and detective. Table 4 outlines some
sample controls and mitigants for each risk
of the channel.

These preventive and detective controls
can be developed as a scalable utility
across the enterprise. A bank might view
voice recognition analysis as economically
unfeasible for an individual payment plat-
form, but such an investment might at
some point become feasible if leveraged
across multiple payment platforms and
business units. After authenticating an in-
dividual through a challenge question,
the system could authenticate the in-
dividual thereafter simply by recording
their voice.

The bank’s operating infrastructure
should match the risk framework, scaling
all competencies that can be centrally
managed. Figure 1 outlines such a
framework.

Channels are managed across the en-
terprise and the affiliated tools, gover-
nance and processes around authentication
are similarly managed on an enterprise
basis.
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Table 4: Sample controls for authenticating payments by telephone channel

Key risk issue Preventive controls Detective controls

Authentication • Passwords • Detection and investigation of 
• Callbacks to designated numbers unusual patterns
• Recording of telephone calls • Post-transaction confirmations
• Limiting access to payments with 

some pre-authorised parameters,
eg repetitive wires

• Voice recognition analysis
• Challenge questions

Settlement Timing creating • Deliver versus payment (eg defer • Monitor balances and transaction 
credit exposure outbound payments until covering behaviour to flag high-risk exposures

funds are final) • Track incoming payments covering 
• Pre-fund transactions credit exposures and flag for 
• Collateralise exposures expedited follow-up any exposures 
• Formally approve credit exposures that remain open beyond a 
• Identify incoming funds threshold duration



might demand that the collection
agency manage its telephone collections
with total transparency, using platforms,
processes and standards approved by the
bank. At another extreme, the bank might
simply evaluate the efficacy of the
collection agency’s internal practices and
set limits based on the bank’s comfort
with the agency’s practices and credit
condition. In the middle, the bank might
investigate the agency’s practices, require
a SAS70 (Statement on Auditing
Standards) Level 1 audit, or have the right
to conduct spot audits of underlying
documentation on transactions, such as
the right to listen to audio files of
consumer-initiated transactions or inde-
pendently verify such transactions.

A BUSINESS VIEW OF MANAGING
OPERATIONAL AND COMPLIANCE
RISK
Once risks have been appropriately iden-
tified and evaluated, a bank must choose
among various options as to how best to
prevent and/or detect such risks. The
same holds true for compliance require-
ments that must be met. Many business
clients tell horror stories as to how
risk and compliance management op-
tions are selected. One sees business

Third party processor risk
This section briefly discusses a critical
issue in payments risk — third party
processors. Third party processors, such as
payroll processors, proprietary settlement
networks, collection agencies, etc., pose
significant risk because they create multi-
channel payment solutions. For example,
in the case of a collection agency, they
may secure by telephone the approval of
a consumer to initiate a debit to a cheque
account via ACH and then send that
payment instruction to the bank in a
bulk file or by initiation over the Web.
The bank may authenticate authorised
individuals at the collection agency but
probably will not authenticate the con-
sumer that originally generated the trans-
action. Dependent on the nature of the
channels, it may be difficult or even
impossible for the bank to authenticate
the initial payment channel, thus expos-
ing the bank to risk it cannot directly
manage.

The risk of multi-channel payment
solutions can be addressed through
several approaches, which vary in their
cost/feasibility and degree of preventive
control. At one extreme, banks can
demand complete visibility into the
activities of their third party processing
clients. In the example above, the bank

Figure 1 An
operating
architecture aligned
to the foundational
risk-management
framework
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units faced with the dilemma of either
buying technology solutions that are too
costly relative to revenues or adding
additional staff and costs for manual
activities that degrade efficiency and
customer experience, while also restrict-
ing strategic options by further com-
plicating the delivery architecture. With
these challenges in mind, the following
framework was developed for assessing
operational and compliance risk options,
shown in Table 5. Under each element
of the framework, an example of a
key objective is given and how it
might translate to specific metrics or
capabilities.

While most risk solutions are assessed
based on their ability to limit or reduce
operating, credit, compliance and fraud
risk, one typically sees very little, if any,
attention paid to the impact on efficiency,
customer experience and the overall
delivery architecture. One finds, however,
that these factors are not only worthwhile
in their own right, but also heavily
interdependent with risk. As a result, by
failing to consider these criteria, banks are
actually introducing risk back into the
system, even as they are trying to reduce
it.

Consider, for example, a risk-manage-
ment solution that impairs efficiency,
degrades customer experience and further
complicates the technology or processing
architecture. While no one would admit
to implementing such a solution, one
sees these approaches frequently. Inside
the bank, they are referred to as ‘quick
fixes’ or ‘band-aids’. And indeed, such
solutions give the appearance of address-
ing the risk in question. As an example,
a bank whose operation is committing
errors may throw more people at the
problem to do spot checks to limit
errors; however, the fundamental root
cause of the operating risk remains un-
resolved.

HOW RISK SYSTEMS BACKFIRE
Very few banks will admit to being able
to tolerate decreases in efficiency — in
fact, most are seeking material improve-
ments in staffing throughput levels and
unit costs. If a risk solution decreases
efficiency, the unit in question will most
likely not be permitted to increase its
cost structure, but instead will be chal-
lenged to cut costs elsewhere to offset
the degradation in efficiency. Without
any true efficiency gain, the cost cutting
will take place by arbitrarily reducing
costs — probably staff — increasing stress
within the operation and also increas-
ing the likelihood of operating errors or
failure to catch errors or fraud owing to
staff being overstretched.

In a similar manner, if customer ex-
perience is degraded as a result of a risk
solution, risks in the system will increase
elsewhere. Consider, for example, some of
the onerous screening processes a bank
may go through to address ‘Know Your
Customer’ requirements. If these proce-
dures are conducted in a manner that
starts the relationship off on a bad footing,
several secondary impacts are likely. First,
sales staff may seek ways to minimise or
short-circuit the screening, so as to limit
the negative impacts on their client base.
Additionally, poor customer experience
will cause the most flexible and health-
iest clients to seek alternative providers,
resulting in an adverse selection in which
the bank is stuck with clients who are
doing business with the bank because they
cannot go anywhere else.

Lastly, the most critical element of this
framework is the overall architecture, and
this brings us back to the importance of
taking a foundational view of risk. Many
banks are currently in a vicious cycle
where the bulk of their investment dol-
lars are directed toward compliance and
maintenance with very little available for
net new investment. These investments
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are made at the margin — in most
cases ‘bolted on’ to the existing arch-
itecture. Each successive round of risk-
management investment produces a more
complicated architecture such that future
development is lengthy, costly and fraught
with risk due to complexity. As a result,
such institutions are continually strained
by compliance and maintenance demands
and defer investing in strategic initiatives
such as re-architecting their delivery plat-
form.

While such a move might require a two
to three year investment window, it could
fundamentally free a bank from this vi-
cious circle.

In evaluating options to address risk,
it is recommended that banks consider
five types of solutions, as summarised in
Figure 2.

• Education consists of training for staff to
ensure they understand risk, are aware
of their roles in managing risk, and have
the skills and knowledge base to per-
form those roles. Education should also
include an assessment process to validate
that staff are positioned to perform their
roles.

• Governance includes formal oversight of
all activities, ensuring that approval
decisions are made at appropriate levels
of seniority and that decisions are
appropriately informed. The scope of
decisions should include not only ap-
proval of risk exposures and exception
activities, but also review and approval
of policies and procedures, systems
and training programmes. Governance
also includes a comprehensive portfolio
view as to the optimal risk/return mix
of various lines of business.

• Metrics and MIS encompasses not only
formal post facto reports on risk ex-
posures, but also the ability to conduct
ad hoc reports or otherwise query a
wide array of transaction and customer
data for purposes of understanding risk
exposures.

• Policies and procedures are at the heart
of any risk-management programme.
Policies and procedures cover not
only operating activities, but also risk-
management processes, exception ap-
proval activities and formal activities to
document, investigate and act upon loss
occurrences.

• Tools are both automated and manual

Figure 2 Solution
elements for
addressing
payments operating
and compliance risk
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tured, it could provide privacy to all
parties concerned, but filter unusual
payment patterns across institutions,
thus catching fraud or laundering
schemes that were too subtle to be
caught at any single institution.

(ii) The clearing house could act as a
repository for experienced risks or
‘near misses’. The clearing house
could operate a clear scheme for
classifying risks so that members of
the clearing house could do a
keyword search on a platform,
channel or other term and identify
anecdotal information about real-
world experiences. The clearing
house could produce risk alerts
notifying the market of recent
schemes or problems.

(iii) The clearing house could provide a
structured means for measuring and
reporting on risk across the industry.
With this information, the clearing
house could provide benchmarking
data, enabling banks and other finan-
cial services providers to compare
their performance.

By providing better information and
transparency around industry risk, the
clearing house would also provide banks
and other financial services providers with
a quantitative way to present to the
market their performance around risk. In
turn, this would lead to more informed
investment decisions as well as the
potential for a secondary market in
insuring a broader array of risks. Given
the very long tail in some of the risk
distributions present in payments, this
would greatly strengthen the capital
position of institutions.

CHALLENGES TO THE VISION
The financial services highway is littered
with failed consortium attempts (does

support materials that assist staff in
managing risk. For example, a tool
might include something as complex as
a cross-platform transaction monitoring
system to flag suspicious transactions
for anti-money laundering (AML) ac-
tivities, or it could also be something as
simple as a one-page checklist to
determine whether a customer is a
third-party processor.

Thus, in evaluating options for reducing
risks, each of the above five elements
should be considered in concert with one
another, and the efficacy of the solution
should be based not only on the degree to
which risk is mitigated, but also on the
broader objectives of efficiency, customer
experience and architecture.

A VISION FOR THE FUTURE
An unfortunate tenet of risk management
is that, as an industry, it tends to learn the
hard way. The reasons for this are fairly
simple. First, there is no shortage of
the creativity of crooks. Secondly, with
innovation comes complexity and the
potential for unforeseen errors — at times
it appears that operating risks follow chaos
theory, where the slight shift of a but-
terfly’s wings in South America cause a
total crash of a Web platform in the
UK.

Banks have made great strides in
managing risk across the enterprise. Five
years ago, few organisations were able to
look at payment risks across platforms.
Today, most major banks can do so.
Perhaps now the time has come to look
at risks across banks. A consortium that
provided a clearing house for information
around compliance and risk could provide
several services.

(i) The clearing house could act as the
ultimate AML filter. Properly struc-
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anyone remember EDIBANX?), but there
are also successes to which one can point
(see Table 6). In general, for a consortium
to succeed, it needs to avoid complexity,
avoid areas of differentiation and provide
a framework for clear benefits.

The above ‘lessons’ suggest several
courses of action for a risk consortium.

(i) The consortium is more likely to
succeed if it begins as a small group
of large banks coalescing around the
concept. Given the consolidation in
the industry, three large banks could
generate sufficient data to provide
a robust sample. For example, in
the US, the three largest treasury
management banks could generate
data on as much as 40 per cent of the
payment flows as a party to one or
both sides of the transaction, with the
total scope dependent on the level of
overlap among their transactions.
Such a flow would enable them to
see larger data samples for pattern
analysis as well as produce a transac-
tion risk database.

(ii) The consortium must focus narrowly
on risk and avoid tackling issues that
would appear to undermine the
ability of any player to differentiate

competitively. As an example, in the
credit markets, the Loan Pricing
Corporation (ultimately acquired by
Reuters) set out to provide robust
data on lending spreads and default
experiences but did so in a manner
that did not compromise the ability of
any individual bank to compete for a
particular credit. While risk/return is
paramount to business executives,
banks will want to differentiate them-
selves by aligning themselves in
varied manners along the risk/return
parameter. As a result, the consortium
should focus narrowly on risk and not
profitability or related revenues.

(iii) The consortium must address dif-
ferences in data among banks in order
to build a robust, universal database.
This could be done in several ways.
A common technology player in
the compliance or risk-management
space might join the consortium to
provide a proven basis of categorising
and mapping data in a manner that
supports aggregation across multiple
institutions. Alternatively, an industry
group could provide a common data
framework and possibly also serve as
the infrastructure for the activities
of the consortium. Examples of
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Table 6: Consortium failures and successes

Failures Successes

• Many players with competing and divergent views • Focused group of initial players with critical mass, eg 
or needs oligopolistic industry structure

• Scope of consortium includes areas seen as • Consortium not seen as constraint on competition as 
potential areas of strategic differentiation area of focus is a commodity

• Significant integration costs or challenges in • Standards and limited or common points of interface,
integrating disparate data sets making integration into the consortium manageable

• Exposure of private data to members of • Limited customer or other critical data or strong 
the consortium protection

• Potential for collusion or other anti-competitive • No risk of anti-trust concerns
violations



petite and the optimal parameters for such
a consortium.

CONCLUSIONS
Payments risk is a quickly evolving arena.
New payment vehicles are multiplying,
and the card and ACH networks are
transforming and competing for additional
payment share. Regulators are intensifying
their expectations as to the controls and
policies that providers have in place.
Against this backdrop of change, the
authors have outlined an approach for
managing payments risk at the founda-
tional level, scaling competencies across
the organisation and ensuring greater
consistency among business units. A
significant risk in managing payments risk
is the potential that providers may make
marginal investments in risk and com-
pliance controls that negatively affect
efficiency, customer experience or the
operating architecture of the firm. The
authors argue for a broader framework
that considers these impacts, which will
lead to a more strategic, long-term view
of the risk infrastructure, ultimately free-
ing resources for more discretionary
investments. Lastly, a possible industry-
wide clearing house to capture and share
information on risk and compliance across
the industry is outlined. Given the
importance of payments risk and com-
pliance, and its potential to ‘crowd
out’ the investments needed to grow
and innovate, the authors believe these
strategic perspectives and frameworks will
best position banks to succeed.

such groups include SWIFT and
NACHA.

(iv) The consortium would require a
separate legal entity so that the
underlying data would be inacces-
sible to consortium participants. The
consortium would also require an
infrastructure that provided best-in-
class industry standards around data
protection. Such a level of protection
is critical, as the consortium would
necessarily require customer-specific
information to be effective. For
example, unique account number,
bank identifier combinations would
be needed to assess patterns across
institutions.

In addition to the above challenges,
the consortium faces the challenge of
resources. Banks are already constrained
by investment capital that is all too often
absorbed by immediate compliance needs.
As a strategic initiative with a payback
period of at least 18 months, it is likely
that the consortium could be deferred in
favour of incremental improvements on a
stand-alone basis. One option for over-
coming this obstacle would be for a
‘for-profit’ entity to capitalise the consor-
tium in return for a future profit stream or
the initiation of a limited consortium
focusing on reporting on experienced
risks.

While the above challenges are sig-
nificant, they are not insurmountable. The
authors believe the potential consortium
concept should be raised within key in-
dustry groups to determine industry ap-
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